SHIPLOADS    OF    TOWNS
And the words of the deified leader of the Russian revolution
have since been made the basis for widespread criticism of
all offences against the correct attitude demanded of the
young towards sexual problems. I raised the problem on
later stages of my journey, particularly with regard to con-
ditions on Polar stations, and everywhere I found the same
almost puritanical conception of what is right and wrong
in this respect.
I left Nordvyk very soon. I had seen all there was up to
that time and listened to all the plans for an early develop-
ment of this settlement into an Arctic town of 40,000.
In saying good-bye I made this little speech: *I wish the
courageous pioneers and town-builders of Nordvykstroi
success and happiness. I hope keenly to return one day.
Then I shall stand on this very spot of mud which will by
then have been turned into the main street—the Ulitsa
Lenina—by you. Looking down towards the plain over there
1 shall see the Stalin Square, where unconcerned by the dark-
ness of Arctic winters, you will hold your November parade
under powerful searchlights. On the right I expect to see
the great power station, and behind it the "Prospect Otto
Yulievitch Schmidt" on which motor cars, aerosledges and
tractors will drive out towards the "North Light" oil wells,
the cePolar Star" salt mines and the coalfields "Conqueror
of the Arctic". At dinner in the "Ice Bear" restaurant I
shall be able to tell my friends that I was the first newspaper-
man in the world to have flown to this town when it
consisted of nothing but your hopes and your will.'
I was thanked most cordially for this appreciation.
One young man replied: 'You have proved that you have
almost as much power of imagination as we. We on our
side will follow it up with constructive work.'

